Purple Power Boar Stud LLC feels very fortunate to have five boars produce champions, reserves or division winners from state or national level shows as early as the Sioux Falls Empire Show until now. Of those five boars, four are still here! Flash Drive, Challenger, Incredible and Kryptonite. With the new boars Incentive, Rock Revival, Astroid and Cummins, the future looks bright!

Sire: WTX Red Jacket
Dam: Full Shift ($4,000 gilt purchase from RW Genetics)
Bred by Norman Farms, IL • Owned with Marty Fordice & Family and Rodibaugh Genetics, Ind.

4 OUT OF THE 12 CLASS-WINNING GILTS AT THE INDIANA STATE FAIR WERE Sired BY CHALLENGER.

6 OUT OF THE 12 CLASS WINNERS Sired BY PURPLE POWER.